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Note on the Dynamics of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current'
By W. H. MUNK' and E. PALMiN3

Abstract
Unlike all other major ocean currents, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current probably
does not have sufficient frictional stress applied at its lateral boundaries to balance the
wind stress. The balancing stress is probably applied at the bottom, largely where the
major submarine ridges lie in the path of the current. The meridional circulation provides a mechanism for extending the current to a large enough depth to make this
possible.

Under the assumption that the wind stress on
the sea surface is balanced by the frictional stress
against the sides of the ocean basins one can arrive
at a fairly satisfactory picture of the large scale
circulation in various oceans (MUNK,1950; MUNK
and CARRIER,
1950). The computed transports differ
at most by a factor of two from the observed
transports. In the case of the Antarctic Circumpolar
(AC) current a similar reasoning leads however to
a computed transport one hundred times the observed transport.

vertical plane of unit width extending from surface
to bottom.4 The solution which vanishes at the
Antarctic continent (r = ro) and at some other
latitude ( r = r,) is

The total AC transport equals
r.

M&P start with a model inspired
by Munk’s earlier 1950 paper.
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The MP zonal channel

M&P use:

A = 10 cgs
⌧ = 2cgs

The model transport is then:
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1
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M&P: “The observed transport is
10^{14} grams per second…”
That is100Sv
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Discuss: Subsequent estimates of ACC
ranged between -15Sv and 250Sv.
What is the currently accepted value?

M&P: “The observed transport is
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That is100Sv

Discuss: How did M&P estimate A?

The M&P eddy viscosity A

M

=

= 10

✓ ◆1/3
A
11
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1

A = 104 m2 s

s
1

1

)

M

= 100km

This is the number used in Munk (1950)
On the Wind Driven Ocean Circulation.

There is a big problem…
Perhaps A is too small? According to M&P probably not….

Perhaps “skin friction” is
important?
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circumpolar circulation from historical data compiled by GOROONet al. (1982) and found
it to be two orders of magnitude smaller than that required to balance the wind stress.
Finally, PIOLAet al. (1987) determined the eddy momentum flux at the surface from the
large-scale F G G E drifter deployment during 1979 and found it to be a factor of three
smaller than that required to balance the wind stress, even in the unlikely instance that
the surface values were typical of depth-averaged ones. Thus the meridional divergence
of the meridional flux of eastward momentum does not appear to be large enough to
Thethe“mountain
effect”
knownregion.
as as “form stress”,
balance
eastward wind
stress inisthealso
circumpolar
“form
drag”,
“topographic
drag”,
“bottom
The
alternative
balancing
mechanism for
the eastward
wind form
stress isdrag”
bottom etc,
form drag,
or mountain drag, in which high pressure is found on the upstream side of submarine
ridges or seamounts (Fig. 3). MtrNg and PALMEN(1951) first suggested mountain drag as

M&P say the “mountain effect” is probably
the crucial missing process
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Fig. 3. Schematic presentation of bottom form drag or mountain drag. Wind stress imparted
eastward momentum in the water column is removed by the pressure difference across the ridge.
Note that geostrophic balance ~
= ap/ax demands an equatorward flow (symbolized by ®)
along the ridge, evidence of which may be seen in Fig. 1.

from Johnson & Bryden (1989)

The ocean is “leaning” on the ridge.
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Discuss: why don’t the advective
terms also couple the fluid to the
solid Earth? What happened to the
vertical integral of (w u)_z?
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Discuss: no surface is ever
perfectly flat. So is skin friction
really different from form stress?

Discuss: why don’t the advective
terms also couple the fluid to the
solid Earth? What happened to the
vertical integral of (w u)_z?

Recall the column
integral:
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The ACC is special because if one
integrates right round the Earth:
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h
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In fact we can integrate round any
closed path encircling Antarctica and
the integrals above would vanish.
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After the contour integral
there is not much left
@t hui + @y huvi =
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So M&P are saying that the
surface wind stress is
balanced by “skin friction”
and “form stress”. And
form stress is much
greater than skin friction.
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If the wind stress is to be balanced by stresses
along the sen bottom, thc AC current niusr be deep
enough to reach to the bottom. Svcrdrup has pointed
out that the sharp leftward displacement of the
surface currcnt ovcr the submarine ridges would
indicatc that this is the casc (SVERDRUPet al, 1942,
pp. 466-469).
We may consider two possible
explanations :
I. Each layer induces, by turbulcnt interchange
of monicntuni, motion in the layer bencath, and
in this manner the wind strcss is transmitted to the
sea bottom. Because the fetch of the wind is essentially infinite this mechanism is more effective in
the AC current than elsewhere.
2. The nieridional circulation exports absolute
angular niomentum in the upper layer, and imports
it in a lower layer. Suppose the loss of angular momentum in the uppcr layer alone associated with
a flow of Q g sec-1 northward across the 4s” S
parallel of latitude is balanced entirely by the wind
torque ovcr the ocean bctwccn thc Antarctic continent (70° s) and 45’ s:
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The Coriolis force can balance the
wind stress in the upper layer, but
not in the full column.
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T H E DYNAMICS OF THE ANTAR
is the earth‘s angular velocity and R its

radius. Setting 7 = 2 dynes cm-* leads to Q =
3 x roljg sec-1. This value is in agreement with the
observed northward transport in the upper 501,000 meters, due mostly to.the Benguela and Peru
Currents. If we suppose for the moment that the
differcncc between precipitation and evaporation
over the whole region south of the latitude 4 5 O S
and in addition n possible decrease of the Antarctic
ice cap could provide all this water, then the wind
stress could be accounted for by the export of absolute angular momentum into the southern oceans.
Actually not more than about 0.3- 0.5 per ccnt of the
above value of Q could be provided in this ways,
so that virtually all of the watcr lost in the upper
layers must be returned to thc Antarctic Sea at a
lower level(^, apparently at depths between 1,000
and 4,000 meters. Conservation of angular momentum then requires an increasing cyclonic (eastward)
circulation at these great depths with decreasing
distance from the pole. Deacon’s analysis of the

as to prevent anticyclonic circulation of the northward drifting surface waters.
18 16
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¼
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27 26 24
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0
To summarize: deep water in the Antarctic ocean
.
drifting towards : the
axis of the rotating earth
!
~,:
" (relative)
/"
~
" 1 ~The
':
.
,
~,,
dcvelops an easterly
flow.
retarding
pressure of the submarine ridges against thc deep
current balances the stress exerted by the wind on
the water’s surface.

..i/-

1500

Providcd a rcportcd sccular rise in world-wide
sea lc\-cl by I nini per year is duc alone to melting
in the Antarctic.
6 An additional complication is the northward flow
along thc bottom of the heavy watcr forrncd ncar
the Antarctic contincnt during freezing, and accounting for niost of the bottoni watw in deep basins the
world over.
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The ACC is deeper
than the Gulf Stream.
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Fig. 2. Section of variability referenced density parameter c across Drake Passage calculated
from Melville Section II FDRAKE 75 data. Figure 4 from NOWL~ et al. (1977).
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The foregoing speculation regarding the dynamics of the AC current would make it differ radically from other major ocean current systems, which
are limited essentially to the upper 1,000 meters, and
for which the stresses against the lateral boundaries
are adequate to balance the wind stress. The differcncc is due largely to boundaries which prevent the
zonal flow of water around the earth. Assume that
the Drake Passagc should close, and that the Macquarie Ridge should enjerge from the surface. Then
the water in‘ the confined sector would pile up
against the downwind boundary. If the wind blows
with equal strcngtli at all latitudes, the resulting
horizontal pressurc gradient will balance the wind
strcss and there would be no circulation involving
a horizontal gyre. If however the winds at higher
latitudes are weaker or, as is the case, reverse in
direction, the rcsulting wind torque would set up
a gyre within this confined sector of the Antarctic
Ocean. As an example, the Gulf Stream is the
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